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2LENS,

Using GaAs/AlGaAs self-assembled quantum dots we study the few-particle dynamics of fully confined
systems, which is associated with purely Coulomb interaction and is not affected by the internal strain field.
Systematic evolution in the binding energies of positive and negative trions, as well as biexcitons, with dot size
is interpreted in terms of a balance between the Hartree mean-field corrections on single-particle states and the
interparticle correlations which lead to a nonseparable dynamics. The experimental behaviors are well reproduced by exact many-body calculations within the framework of the quantum Monte Carlo approach.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.82.201301

PACS number共s兲: 78.67.Hc, 73.21.La, 78.55.Cr

Excitons 共X兲 and their multi-particles complexes, such as
negative and positive trions 共X− and X+, respectively兲 as well
as biexcitons 共XX兲, are prototypical few-body systems realized in a solid. Their simplest atomic counterparts, such as
H−, which have been studied since the earliest days of quantum mechanics, are regarded as the system of choice for
studying the intricacies of few-body dynamics.1 Particles in
H− 共two electrons and one proton兲 are bound due to a delicate balance between the attractive and repulsive interactions, and the relatively strong correlations reflecting low
kinetic energies involved. Consequently, the dissociation energy of H− is only about 0.75 eV, much smaller than the
ionization energy of the Hydrogen atom 共13.6 eV兲.
Quantum heterostructures, which accommodate charged
particles in nanoscopic space, allow us to investigate the impact of dimensionality and localization on the few-particle
dynamics. For quantum wells 共QWs兲 in the strong confinement limit, the X binding energy 共BE兲 would be enhanced by
a factor of four compared to that in the three-dimensional
system. The two-dimensional enhancement in the BE of XX
共Refs. 2 and 3兲 as well as X⫾ 共Refs. 4 and 5兲 has been
extensively studied.6–8
Few-particle BEs in fully confined systems have been precisely determined by single quantum-dot 共QD兲 spectroscopy
experiments. Peculiar features reported so far show that for a
common class of QDs the BE of X− is positive,9 while that of
X+ is negative.10 This is in stark contrast to higher dimensionality systems, where the bound states exist for both X−
and X+ in QWs, as well as for H− and H+2 in nature. Moreover they show that the BE of XX becomes negative for
sufficiently small QDs.11 Unbound XX is frequently observed in nitride polar QDs,12 and, recently, in nonpolar QDs
under in-plane strain.13 These results suggest that fewparticle states are crucially influenced by the internal 共piezo
or spontaneous兲 electric field, which can be as high as the
Coulomb field between charged particles.
Various attempts using strained InGaAs QD systems have
also shown that few-particle spectra depend heavily on the
microscopic shape of each dot. Thus, in experiment, the size
dependence of few-carrier levels has normally been observed
with large scattering in data. This masked the intrinsic size
dependence, and, in theory, qualitatively different size dependence was predicted depending on the QD shape.11 The
1098-0121/2010/82共20兲/201301共4兲

effect of quantum confinement on exciton complexes, associated with pure Coulomb interaction, still remains an open
point.
It is the purpose of this Rapid Communication to study
the quantum-confinement effect on exciton complexes in
strain-free QD systems, thus ideally avoiding the influence of
built-in electric fields. Using lattice-matched GaAs/AlGaAs
QDs we observed the systematic evolution in XX and X⫾
energies as a function of QD size, revealing a transition from
the bound state to the unbound state for X+, which accounts
for contradictory findings for the X+ energies in QWs and
QDs. The experimental behavior was in quantitative agreement with the few-particle energies evaluated by quantum
Monte Carlo 共QMC兲 calculations. Our results offer a global
understanding in the quantum-size effect on few-particle
states, which has been missed in previous works using
strained QD systems.
GaAs QDs were grown on the 共311兲A Al0.24Ga0.76As
共sample A兲 and the 共100兲 Al0.3Ga0.7As 共sample B兲 by droplet
epitaxy.14–16 The lens-shaped QDs in sample A 共B兲 are characterized by 35 共15兲 nm in base diameter and 4 共6兲 nm in
height. Single QD photoluminescence 共PL兲 was collected
through a confocal micro-objective setup allowing for a lateral resolution better than 1 m. The continuous wave excitation was provided by solid-state lasers emitting at a
wavelength of 532 nm and 640 nm. The PL signal was analyzed by a grating monochromator and a silicon-based
charged coupled device camera. The spectral resolution was
better than 50 eV in full width at half maximum. All experiments were performed at 10 K.
Typical PL spectra of single GaAs QDs in sample B are
displayed in Fig. 1共a兲. Each line is attributed using various
analyses including: 共i兲 power dependence—the intensities of
X and XX are well fitted by the first- and the second-order
Poissonian laws, respectively, while X+ and X− show an intermediate behavior, as shown in Fig. 1共b兲;17 共ii兲 anisotropic
fine structures, which governs the X and XX lines is not
resolved for X⫾ as expected 关Fig. 1共c兲兴;18 共iii兲 the attribution
of X⫾ is not straightforward. We point out that the X+ line is
always present for all QDs, but the X− line is often missing,
or masked by other emission signals at high excitation. Such
observations, together with the fact that our samples may
contain residual acceptors, led us to assign the X+ line to
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Experimental dependence of the BE of
exciton complexes on the photoluminescence energy of X in 共a兲
sample A and 共b兲 sample B.

positive trions. 共iv兲 Moreover, we analyze the degree of circular polarization after circularly polarized pumping 关see
Fig. 1共d兲兴. As a result, we find that X+ exhibits a significant
positive degree of polarization while X− shows either negative or positive degree depending on the QD. Such signatures
agree with previous works on the carrier relaxation by the
electron-hole spin exchanges.19,20
A series of PL spectra for QDs with different emission
energies is shown in Fig. 2. They are aligned to the X energy
which increases from the top to the bottom panels. Every
exciton complex energy systematically shifts with X emission energy, i.e., dot size. Most strikingly, the X+ line apX
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1.6
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σ++
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 PL spectra of two QDs from sample
B. 共b兲 PL intensities as a function of the incident power. Poissonian
fits for X and XX and quasi-Poissonian fits for X⫾ are shown by
lines. 共c兲 Linearly polarized PL spectra, where the axis of polarization is parallel to 关110兴 共 储 兲 and 关1–10兴 共 ⬜ 兲. 共d兲 Circularly polarized
PL spectra for X⫾ after circularly polarized excitation at a wavelength of 640 nm. Cross-polarized and co-polarized components are
denoted by +− and ++, respectively.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 PL spectra of QDs from 共a兲 sample A and
共b兲 sample B. They are displayed with increasing X energy from the
top to the bottom panel and are shifted to highlight the energy
difference from the other lines. The dotted lines are guides to the
eye.

pears at the lower energy side of X for large QDs while it
appears at the opposite side of X for small QDs.
The few-particle BE is experimentally defined as the
spectral shift between the X line and the relevant exciton
complex line. Figure 3 shows the evolution in the BE of each
exciton complex as a function of the X energy 共positive BE
is measured as a red-shift with respect to the X line兲. Note
that overall behaviors are qualitatively similar between
sample A and sample B. Moreover, the fluctuations of the
data points are remarkably small if the morphological distribution of QDs is taken into account. This finding implies that
few-particle energies in strain-free systems are essentially
ruled by the degree of carrier confinement, and are not
strongly affected by other microscopic properties.
Pronounced features in this analysis are summarized as
follows: 共i兲 the BE of X− is always positive, thus X− forms a
bound state. It increases from 5 to 10 meV with increasing
QD energy. 共ii兲 X+ shows a trend opposite to X−. The BE
decreases with QD energy, from positive values to negative
values, suggesting a transition from the bound state to the
unbound state as QD decreases in size. This is more pronounced in sample A where the BE changes from 4 to
−6 meV. 共iii兲 XXs shows a BE of about 6 meV, regardless
of QD size, for large QDs in both sample A and sample B.
For smaller QDs in sample A, the BE decreases to ⬃2 meV
with QD energy, similarly to the evolution of X+.
These behaviors are understood in the following scenario.
The BE of few-particle states is approximated by the sum of
attractive and repulsive interactions between all pairs of particles. Such treatment, analogous to Hartree’s mean-field correction, essentially reflects the difference between the wave
functions of an electron and a hole,21 thus it is enhanced for
smaller QDs. Since the confinement is stronger for holes
than for electrons, the mean field formed by a confined exciton would act as an attractive force for a resident electron,
leading to a positive BE for X−. The same mean field would
serve as a repulsive force for a hole, thus leading to negative
BE for X+. Consequently the same magnitude of energy
renormalization, but with the opposite trends, is expected for
X− and X+. This is consistent with the observations of opposite size dependences in the X⫾ energies, for QDs whose
emission energy is less than ⬃1.75 eV in sample A. For
QDs with higher energies, on the other hand, the X+ BE
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 The theoretical binding energies of exciton complexes in spherical GaAs/ Al0.3Ga0.7As QDs as a function of
radius r, calculated by the QMC approach. The shaded area shows
a condition in which no bound state was formed for single electrons. The exciton BE and its PL energy are also plotted in the
bottom panel. The parameters used are: Ve共h兲 = 234 共156兲 meV,
me共h兲 / m0 = 0.067 共0.35兲, and ⑀ = 12, where Ve共h兲 is the electron 共hole兲
band offset, me共h兲 is the electron 共hole兲 effective mass, and ⑀ is the
dielectric constant.

steeply drops down due to the absence of the bound states for
the electron, as will be described later.
In the mean-field treatment discussed above, separable
wave functions are assumed to describe the few-particle
states. The interparticle correlation results in a nonseparable
dynamics, and a further energy shift to the low-energy side,
i.e., toward the higher BE.11,22,23 The correlation effect becomes more effective for larger QDs since it is scaled by the
ratio between the kinetic term 共⬀r−2, where r stands for characteristic QD size兲 and the Coulomb term 共⬀r−1兲. As a result,
the BE of X+ becomes positive for weakly confined QDs as
well as QWs.24 Overall features are qualitatively interpreted
by relative changes in the mean-field effect and the correlation effect on the few-particle states.
We have performed QMC calculations to evaluate fewparticle correlated energies. The QMC approach enables us
to determine the exact many-body ground-state energies under the effective mass approximation. The details of this
method are given in Ref. 25. The BE of X−, for example, is
defined as −EX− + EX + Ee, where EX−, EX, and Ee are the
energies of X−, X, and the single-particle energy of the electron, respectively, all of which are treated on an equal footing. Note that the BE with this definition is equivalent to the
spectral shift between the PL lines of X− and X.
The results of QMC calculations for spherical QDs are
summarized in Fig. 4. The shaded area corresponds to a condition where no bound states are formed for a single electron
when r ⬍ rc = ប / 冑8meVe ⬇ 2.5 nm, where Ve is the conduction band offset and me is the electron effective mass. There
are indications of different kinetics involved in two regions
which are separated by rc. For r ⬍ rc, every few-particle state
shows reduction in its BE with decreasing size. This is because electrons in such a small QD are not bound by the
confinement potential and are distributed outside the QD.26
Thus, the hole-hole repulsion dominates the energy renormalization in X+ and XX, pushing their BE to negative val-
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 The theoretical binding energies of exciton complexes calculated as a function of exciton energy, for 共a兲
spherical QDs and 共b兲 disklike QDs. In the latter series, the disk
radius was set to 5 nm and the height was varied in a range between
2 nm and 5 nm in 0.5 nm increments. The band parameters are the
same as those used in Fig. 4.

ues, consistently with the experimental data for small QDs.
Note that XX also becomes unbound for sufficiently small
QDs, which is consistent with previous studies on strained
QD systems.11 At the same time, the X− BE is also suppressed due to the reduction in the mean field. For r ⬎ rc, on
the other hand, the size-dependence of the X+ and X− BE
have opposite trend and are determined by a balance of the
mean field and correlation effects, as it has already been
mentioned.
In order to compare these numerical results with the measured PL shifts, the few-particle BEs are plotted as a function
of the X transition energy in Fig. 5共a兲. These curves agree
quite well with the experimental dependence shown in Fig.
3. Furthermore, for large QDs, the mean-field contribution to
the X⫾ energies depended linearly on the X energy. This
finding is consistent with the fact that the mean field invoked
by an electron’s penetration outside QD is roughly proportional to its confinement energy 共⬀r−2兲.
To address the impact of QD shape on the few-particle
states, QMC was carried out for a disklike QD with r
= 5 nm and different heights, which were close to the actual
variations in the shape of our QDs.27 Figure 5共b兲 shows a
series of calculated BEs for the disks, which are even in
quantitative agreement with the experimental evolution in
Fig. 3共b兲. Note that the BEs of X+ / XX for high-energy QDs
共⬃1.8 eV兲 are significantly lower for the sphere model than
for the disk model. This is readily explained by a strong
exciton mean-field that formed in spheres, reflecting the carrier localization in all three dimensions. Carriers in disks, in
contrast, can align laterally without penetrating outside the
disk, causing a smaller mean field. It is noteworthy that
analogous discussions were found in previous works on
QWs, where measured trion BEs were much larger than the
ones estimated theoretically, and the enhancement of BE
arose from the lateral localization of carriers.6–8 Note also
that, for interfacial GaAs QDs,24 both X+ and X− showed
positive BE. This is likely due to the weak lateral confinement of interfacial QDs, compared with that of dropletepitaxial QDs. In this case, the main source of the fewparticle energy shift was from the interparticle correlations,
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which led to the energy reduction in every few-particle state,
and then led to positive BEs for both X+ and X−.
The BEs in sample A agree with the spherical model
while those in sample B agree with the disk model. This is
consistent with the morphological differences between these
samples. QDs in sample A, which were grown on the 共311兲A
surface, are surrounded by the barrier material in all three
directions, in the absence of a wetting layer.15 In contrast,
QDs in sample B, which were grown on the 共100兲 surface,
are placed on a wetting layer with a thickness of 1–2 monolayers. Consequently, QDs in sample A exhibit the fulldirectional confinement, acting as spheres, while small QDs
in sample B show relatively weak lateral confinement, acting
as disks.

In conclusion, single QD PL spectroscopy on GaAs/
AlGaAs quantum dots gives precise information on Coulomb
interaction among the elementary constituents of excitonic
complexes. The use of strain-free QDs allows us to investigate the quantum confinement while avoiding the complications related to strain and piezoelectric field and all the other
pathologies affecting Stranski-Krastanov counterparts. We
find that, despite changes in shape, clear trends are found
when QD decreases in size. Using the QMC approach we are
able to reproduce the underlying excitonic structure and its
main changes with QD size. We ascribe the observed features to a change, from weak to strong, in the confinement
regime and to large differences in the localization of electron
and hole wave functions.
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